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Almost everyone has something they want to improve

upon, and the start of the new year tends to be the time

that some will act on this want. Whether your goal is to

develop a new habit or break a bad one, you have some

sort of change that you want to make. But just making

that change isn’t so easy of a task, as made apparent by a study from the University of

Scranton which found that only 19% of Americans who made a new year’s resolution

felt that they actually followed through with their resolution by the end of the year. So,

how do you push yourself to actually follow through with a new year’s resolution? The

answer lies in the psychology behind commitment to a resolution. Research has shown

that making a goal that aims for you to hit a certain mark, an approach-oriented goal, as

opposed to a goal just revolving around avoiding something, an avoidance-oriented

goal, increases the success rate of said goal. This is made evident in an academic

research paper conducted by a team of psychologists at the University of Stockholm, in

which a sample of 1,066 people, all with the same new year’s resolution of losing weight

to narrow out independent variables that could affect the results, had their own feelings

over how well they’ve personally followed through with their resolution documented. The

participants were separated into two different goals based on their approach to their

weight loss goals: approach-oriented and avoidance-oriented, with the approach group

having resolutions such as hitting a certain weight by the end of the year, and the



avoidance group having goals such as just avoiding eating a specific type of food. The

summary of the study goes as follows: “Participants with approach-oriented goals were

significantly more successful than those with avoidance-oriented goals (58.9% vs.

47.1%)” (Oscarsson et. al). The results of the study indicate that those who base their

goals on hitting a certain mark tend to have higher success rates than those who have a

goal of avoiding doing something, as there was over an 11% gap in rates of success

between the approach-oriented and success-oriented groups. If you set a standard for

yourself to reach, you’re naturally going to be more determined to achieve your goal,

and thus more successful in pushing through obstacles and trials to achieve it. In

contrast, a goal that deals with avoiding something doesn’t give you much determination

and can feel increasingly like an annoyance and a chore. As a result, creating a goal

oriented around approach instead of avoidance will ultimately make your new year’s

resolution more obtainable. Another simple way to make your resolution stick is simply

tracking your progress. Tracking your progress reminds you of what you’ve already

accomplished to help keep you going, as explained by Sociologist Tracy Bower. When

you’re able to look at the past and how far you’ve come, it provides you with the

motivation to keep moving forward for the future, to fulfill your resolution. A third way to

help reduce the chances that you break your resolution is planning for any potential

obstacles that lie ahead. As explained by therapist Amy Morin, “Planning ahead for the

probable challenges can help you feel equipped to handle the unexpected obstacles

that crop up along the way.” By coming into the new year prepared for anything that

may derail you from your objective, you’re able to control any spontaneous temptations

that may arise in a given situation. You’re able to keep yourself under control and



secure, so you can stick to your resolution all the way through the year. The new year

can present many challenges when it comes to fulfilling a resolution, but with these tips,

you should be able to meet them with a smile. New year, new you.


